**Turn On The Fireplace**
- Use the **power button** to turn the fireplace ON/OFF

**Flame Color Adjustment (Back Of The Fireplace)**
- Press the **flame button** to control the color settings of the fireplace flame effect
- Use the **arrow keys** ← → to cycle through the 3 different color settings
- Use the **+ - Keys** to increase or decrease the flame brightness level

**Fuel Bed Color Adjustment**
- Press the **light button** to control the fuel bed light settings
- Use the **arrow keys** ← → to cycle through the 13 different color settings
- Use the **+ - Keys** to increase or decrease the flame brightness level

**Setting The Time**
- Hold the **M button** for 3 seconds
- Use the **arrow keys** ← → to choose the setting change
- Then use the **+ - Keys** to adjust the number
- Press the back arrow for 3 seconds or wait 10 seconds for the settings to save

**Controlling the heat**
- Press the **Heating/Advance button** to turn the heat ON/OFF
- The ON or OFF indicator will show on the bottom right corner of the display screen

**NOTE**: It is normal for the fan heater to stop running for periods of time. This happens if the room temperature is higher than the temperature set on the control.

For manual settings and changing the timer refer to the user instructions in the manual.